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■ ‘LONG FOR DAY WE DON’T TALK ABOUT THREATS’ BOOKS
A must to help you
appreciate the Torah

Cameron: We are
committed to Israel
PICTURE: ISAAC STRANG

BY JERRY LEWIS
PRIME Minister David
Cameron has indicated
how com mitted he is to
Israel and the British
Jewish community.
“I will always stand by the
Jewish people and it humbling
to be here tonight and to be
called a friend,” he told the
UJIA’s annual dinner in London.
“Britain will always stand
by Israel, protect Israel and
work with Israel on its path to
peace.”
He had a warning for those
in British universities and
trade unions who wanted to
boycott Israel and “consign it
to an international ghetto”.
Mr Cameron said: “This government will never allow you
to shut down 60 years worth of
vibrant exchange and partnership.
“We know what you are
doing — trying to delegitimise the State of Israel — and
we will not have it.”
Iran, Mr Cameron said, was
not just a threat to Israel, but
to the world. But, in a clear
message to Israel, he added: “I
have said to Prime Minister
Netanyahu that now is not the
time for Israel to resort to

FRIEND: Cameron addresses UJIA
military action.
“I understand how dark
things are for Israel when surrounded by enemies on every
border and I understand how
Israelis feel when gas masks
are handed out to families and
car parks are converted into
bomb shelters.
“I long for the day when I
can come to a dinner like this
and not have to talk about
threats to Israel.
“I long too for the day when
making statements in support
of Israel is as unnecessary as
going to see President Obama

And just as President Abbas
had followed through his commitment to non-violence with
real progress on the West
Bank, so Israel needed a real
drive to improve life for ordinary Palestinians.
Mr Cameron defined those
moves as providing more support and economic development, relaxing restrictions on
Gaza and ending the demolition of Palestinian homes.
He added: “Yes, it means
meeting Israel’s obligations
under the road map and under
international law to halt settlement buildings.”
And he warned Israel that
Britain’s position will not
change. Mr Cameron continued: “Settlements beyond the
green line are illegal, plus I
know how hard concessions
needed for peace can be.
“The truth is time is running out for a two-state solution and with it is Israel’s best
chance to live in peace with its
neighbours.”
The PM pointed out that he
did not believe that the Arab
Spring needed to be a new
threat to Israel’s security.
He referred to those regimes
who abused the Palestinian
“cause”.
Mr Cameron explained:
“They smooth their own people’s hopes and aspirations dealing with frustration at home by
whipping up anger
against their neighbours Israel and the
west.”
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and saying ‘I support the US’s
right to exist’.”
Mr Cameron explained that
his government would not
“waiver from our insistence
that Hamas gives up violence
and the rockets from Gaza
must stop.
“Hamas must not be allowed
to dictate the way forward for
Israel and the Palestinians.’’
Mr Cameron pointed out
that the Palestinians had to
resolve the situation in Gaza
and restore to the Palestinians a unified leadership able
to deliver a peaceful resolution with the conflict.
“Let me tell (Palestinian
Authority) President Abbas
something very clearly,” he
said.
“There is no path to statehood with talks with Israel, so
if the Palestinian plan is simply posturing with the UN
rather than negotiating with
Israel, Britain will never support it.
“Britain will never support
anyone who sponsors a football tournament named after
a suicide bomber who killed 20
Israelis in a restaurant.
“We will not tolerate incitement to terrorism.”
The search for peace, he
explained, involved both sides
making hard choices.

Torah ‘hero’ is jailed for fraud
A MAN dubbed the ‘Jewish Indiana
Jones’ has been jailed for fraud.
Rabbi Menachem Youlus picked up his
nickname for his remarkable tales of rescuing Holocaust-era Torah scrolls.
But he was sentenced to 51 months in
jail last week in New York, starting on
December 17.

Youlus had pleaded guilty in Manhattan federal court earlier this year to having defrauded more than 50 victims, misappropriating some of the donations and
secretly depositing them into the bank
account of his shop, called the Jewish
Bookstore.
Youlus also defrauded his charity, Save

BY DOREEN
WACHMANN
I HAVE never studied
philosophy per se, but
I have alw ays been
intrigued by the subject.
Therefore it always
puzzled me why Jewish thought did not
feature in its deliberations.
After
re ading
Yoram Hazony’s book,
The Philosophy of
Hebrew Scripture,
published by Cambridge University
Press (£18.99), I know
why.
Hazony, who founded Jerusalem’s liberal
arts Shalem Centre,
reveals that the reason was nothing less
than Ger man antisemitism.
German Enlightenment philosophers, he
clai ms, associated
“the texts of the Jews
with ignorance and
superstition.
“They claimed that
no genuine works of
re ason had risen
among the Jews and
that nothing that was
originall y He brew
had made a significant contribution to
the history of ideas.”
He also claims that
biblical criticis m,
which led to the late
R abbi
Dr
Louis
Jacobs distancing
himself from Orthodoxy and founding
the Masorti movement, was also motivated by the antisemitic urge to discredit
Jewish works and
“perverted and corrupted”.
Not only was German antisemitis m
responsible for the
Holocaust but also for
academically discrediting anything of Jew-

THOUGHTS: Yoram Hazony
ish origin and causing
rampant assimilation
and discord among
Jews.
In his latest book
Hazony has given the
Torah its rightful
place in the history of
ideas by proving that
the He brew Bible,
with the psychological complexity of its
nar rative,
is
an
incredible tool for
teaching all humanity
how to live their lives.
Not onl y is The
Philosophy
of
Hebrew Scripture a
must for philosophy
scholars, but also for
every think ing Jew
who wants to understand and appreciate
the Torah from an
intellectual perspective.
Written in an accessible style, it casts
new light on biblical
characters and narrative, encouraging us
to use our minds to
understand its psychological and philosophical complexity.
It certainly ranks
high in m y list of
enlightening Torah
commentaries.
Chief R abbi Lord
Sacks disc ussed the
book with Dr Hazony
on Sunday at London’s
Natural
History
Museum.
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